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FUN FACT
Snakes and Ladders originated in India. It was
known as moksha patam or vaikunthapaali or
paramapada sopaanam (the ladder to
salvation). The game made its way to England
and was sold as “Snakes and Ladders”, then the
basic concept was introduced in the United
States as Chutes and Ladders.
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Kristu Jayanti College, founded in 1999, is run by "BODHI NIKETAN TRUST", formed by
the members of St. Joseph Province of the Carmelites of Mary Immaculate (CMI). The
college is affiliated to Bengaluru North University and is reaccredited with A++ grade by
NAAC in the Third Cycle of Accreditation in 2021. The college is recognized by UGC under
the category 2(f) & 12(B). The college functions as an autonomous institution since 2013,
sanctioned by the University Grants Commission, Government of Karnataka and the
Bangalore University.

The institution strives to fulfill its mission to provide educational opportunities to all
aspiring youth to excel in life by developing academic excellence, fostering values,
creating civic responsibility and building global competencies in a dynamic environment. 

The college had a humble beginning with 1 course, 9 students and 3 faculty members
and since has exponentially grown with 8000+ students and offers 29 UG programmes,
16 PG programmes and 3 PG Diplomas. The college has four recognized research centres
in the field of Bio-Technology, Commerce, Psychology and Management.

The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance aims at providing the
student's impetus and course-specific coaching which enables them to
successfully complete professional programs such as ACCA, CMA and equips
them to complete different levels of Professional courses such as CA/CS while
pursuing B.Com. Insights into the changing dynamics of professional courses
and providing an ambience for experiential learning for students along with
practical training are integral parts of the department. The Department
inculcates professional ethics and human values among the students so that
they can contribute to the society. 

Vision Mission

The college is committed to offer  
 accessible and professional
educational opportunities to all
young people with the desire to
excel in life. Through our programs,
we strive to cultivate academic
excellence, instill positive values,
promote civic responsibility, and
encourage environmental
awareness by creating create a
dynamic learning environment that
empowers our students to become
well-rounded, globally competent
individuals who can make a positive
impact on their communities and
the world at large.

At the core of our mission lies the
fundamental principles of Light and
Prosperity. Our aim is to serve as a
beacon of intellectual and moral
leadership, inspiring and empowering
young minds to recognize and fully
realize their potential. By fostering a
sense of purpose and a commitment
to positive action, we strive to
contribute to the greater good of our
society and nation as a whole. Our
ultimate goal is to promote a culture
of prosperity, one that benefits all
members of our community and leads
to a brighter future for generations to
come.
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FROM THE PRINCIPAL

“It is the mark of an educated mind to be able to entertain a thought without
accepting it.” – Aristotle

The business environment has been constantly evolving and our esteemed
institution has also evolved to incorporate the changes and help accommodate
our students to thrive in the dynamism of today's world. The advent of artificial
intelligence, metaverse, and other technological advancements have made
everything accessible at the touch of a finger, making the world more
competitive. This has resulted in human beings having to update themselves
with new innovations and inventions happening every second. We equip our
students to prosper even in the most challenging situations and encourage the
holistic development of our students by providing every possible platform for
them to escalate their knowledge and skills.

Let us keep a positive attitude and the will to win any challenges that may
arise when moving forward into the future. Our college also takes great pride
in offering a demanding and encouraging learning environment that equips
our students for prosperous careers and lives of community service and
balance. This College exemplifies the depth and range of our academic
strength as well as the global influence that our staff and students have.

The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance is full of potential and
shows a lot of promise. I offer the editorial board my sincere congratulations
on this wonderful creation and the publication of the Department's Magazine's
third edition.

FROM THE FATHER

“Dedicate yourself to what gives your life true meaning and purpose; make a
positive difference in someone’s life.” – Roy T.Bennett

With the evolution of life and the influx of advancements in every industry, the
need to reskill, upskill and new skilling has become paramount. Our institution
works towards enriching our students with the knowledge and skills required to
sustain and flourish in today’s corporate world. The Department of
Professional Accounting and Finance has worked towards instilling in the
students with professional competency and molding them to give the best
contribution in their fields.

I want to thank The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance for
their admirable efforts in releasing the third issue of PROLIGHT, Department
Magazine. I want to take this opportunity to express my congratulations to the
editorial team for creating this publication. 

Fr. Jais Thomas

KJC HAD A HUMBLE BEGINNING WITH 1 COURSE, 9 STUDENTS AND 3 FULL TIME ACADAMIC FACULTY IN 1999
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Dr. Aloysius Edward

FROM THE DEAN FROM THE HOD

"Excellence is the gradual result of always striving to
do better." quoted by Pat Riley.

Kristu Jayanti College strives to aspire youth to excel in
life by developing academic excellence, fostering
values, creating civic responsibility, inculcating
environmental concern, and building global
competencies in a dynamic environment. But it's vital
to recognize that achieving success is not easy. It’s
learning to pick yourselves from setbacks and
navigate towards your destination with perseverance.
Here at our college, we motivate our students to break
out of their comfort zones and inspire them to achieve
their full potential.

The Department of Professional Accounting and
Finance provides students with an atmosphere where
there is enhanced learning and growth as an individual.
The Department has been engaged in creating a more
inclusive community through purposeful actions and
initiatives that break down barriers to access and
participation as we eliminate inequities. 

I would like to appreciate the commendable efforts of
the Department of Professional Accounting and
Finance in unveiling the third edition of PROLIGHT,
Department Magazine.  I appreciate the editorial team
for the efforts in giving form to this magazine. I believe
that this magazine will serve as a platform for our
students' creative skills while also providing insightful
and fascinating articles to our readers. 

“Do not train a child to learn by force or harshness; but
direct them to it by what amuses their minds, so that you
may be better able to discover with accuracy the peculiar
bent of the genius of each.” – Plato

The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance
has been successfully concentrating on playing the many
responsibilities of producing an intelligent human resource
pool and adding to various societal areas while also
generating new knowledge and obtaining new skills. Our
department magazine serves as a platform to showcase
the diverse talents and accomplishments of our students,
and I am thrilled to witness the immense academic
achievements within our community. As I reflect upon the
past academic year, I am filled with pride and admiration
for the hard work, dedication, and perseverance exhibited
by our students. Each one of you has demonstrated a
commitment to excellence, consistently striving for
personal and intellectual growth.

I invite all of you to immerse yourselves in the pages of
this magazine, celebrating the achievements of our
talented students. May their stories inspire and motivate
us all to reach greater heights. 

Thank you, and congratulations once again to all the
contributors and achievers. Together, let us continue to
make a positive impact and shape a brighter future.

Editorial team

We are delighted to present the new edition of the
magazine Prolight 2022-23 from the Department of
Professional Accounting and Finance. This magazine is
a platform to exhibit the student's literary skills and
innovative ideas. A glimpse of the various activities
organized by the Department during the academic
year 2022-23 is captured in this edition. A wide range of
content has been created and we hope this edition will
enrich all the readers. 

Our Department believes that this magazine should
serve as an inspiration and reveal individuality.  As
always, we appreciate an open mind and an open view
of our magazine. From student experiences to Inter-
Departmental fests and Intra collegiate competitions,
‘PROLIGHT’ also highlights our student achievements
and job placements from various reputed companies.

We want to take this opportunity to express our
gratitude to our contributors, editors, digital designers,
photographers, and professors for their dedication and
hard work. Our magazine would not be possible
without their insightful writing and inventive abilities.
We hope that you enjoy reading it as much as we
enjoyed working on it.

Dr. CA Annie Stephan The Editorial Team

FROM THE EDITORS
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A key idea in economics, the "guns and butter" theory, describes the trade-off between a
nation's military investment (weapons), and civilian spending (butter). Amid World War II,
when the United States government was struggling to balance its military expenditures
with its domestic economic requirements was when economist Paul Samuelson proposed
this idea. 

The "guns and butter" thesis claims that a nation must decide whether to spend its money
on its military or on generating commodities and services for public use. Whereas civilian
spending (butter) is the creation of products and services for people, households, and
businesses. Defence expenditure (Guns) refers to expenditures related to the nation's
defence, such as those for equipment for the armed force, manpower required, and
facilities. For military goods significant resources, particularly raw materials, labour, and
technology are required. These cannot be utilised for the manufacture of civilian goods.
This indicates that a nation's ability to produce the commodities and services required for
its population's daily needs is reduced when it invests more in military purchases.

On the other hand, when a nation invests more in consumer products, it may not have
enough money to fund its military, resulting in a negative effect on its ability to maintain
national security. The "guns and butter" thesis claim that there must be a trade-off
between military and non-military expenditures and that a nation must carefully balance
its priorities in order to satisfy both demands. Governments from all over the world have
utilised the "guns and butter" concept to analyse various economic strategies. For
example, the United States and the Soviet Union engaged in a military conflict the Cold
War, which caused significant military spending on both sides, resulting in diverting
resources away from civilian goods and services and resulting in economic instability in
both countries.

Similarly, to this, governments in many developing nations have massively funded their
militaries at the expense of crucial infrastructure such as schools, and hospitals. This has
resulted in a lack of economic development and growth, thereby making it difficult for
these nations to escape poverty.

As a result, the "guns and butter" theory is a crucial idea in economics that emphasises
the trade-off between military and non-military spending. To secure its global defence, a
nation must have a powerful military, but it must also make investments in the
development of goods and services that are crucial for the well-being of its citizens. A
nation can establish sustainable growth and economic development while protecting its
security and defence by carefully balancing these priorities.

GUNS  AND  BUTTER THEORY
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9 Y O U R  E A R S  N E V E R  S T O P  G R O W I N G !

E-commerce has been rapidly growing over the past decade, and it's expected to
continue to do so in the coming years. Online shopping has become increasingly popular
due to its convenience and accessibility, but as the market becomes more saturated, e-
commerce businesses need to differentiate themselves to remain competitive. E-
customization refers to the process of providing personalized shopping experiences for
customers using technology. The goal of e-customization is to create a more engaging,
relevant, and seamless shopping experience that encourages customers to return and
make repeat purchases.
 
One of the key benefits of e-customization is the ability to enhance customer satisfaction
and loyalty. For example, Amazon is a prime example of a company that leverages e-
customization to drive sales. By analyzing customer browsing and purchase history,
Amazon can provide personalized recommendations for products that customers are
likely to be interested in. Another benefit of e-customization is the ability to increase
average order value. By providing relevant product recommendations, businesses can
encourage customers to add more items to their cart and ultimately spend more money.

47% of digital consumers expected better personalization in exchange for their personal
information, according to Euromonitor’s latest Voice of the Consumer: Digital Survey.
Technologies like AI make it easier for brands to customize products on demand or
enhance the level of individual shopping experiences. Starbucks is a prime example of a
company that has found success in embracing customization. The coffeehouse giant
offers more than 170,000 customization options on its app and noted in an earnings
report that this initiative was “the single biggest driver” of increased spend per customer
in history.
 
However, e-customization also comes with some challenges. One of the biggest
challenges is collecting and analyzing customer data in a way that is ethical and respects
customer privacy. In recent years, there have been numerous cases of data breaches and
scandals involving companies misusing customer data, which has eroded consumer trust
in e-commerce businesses. It's important for businesses to be transparent about the data
they collect and how it is used, and to ensure that they are following best practices for
data security and privacy.
 
In conclusion, e-customization is a trend that is transforming the e-commerce landscape.
While there are challenges associated with e-customization, such as data privacy
concerns and implementation costs, the benefits make it a worthwhile investment for
businesses looking to stay ahead of the competition.

 

 E-CUSTOMIZATION
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A business ecosystem contains a complex series of interactions between organizations
and their environment. Outsourcing can be attributed as one such interaction.
Outsourcing is the business practice of hiring a party outside a company to perform
services or create goods that were traditionally performed in-house by the company’s
own employees and staff. It’s a practice usually done by companies as a cost-cutting
measure. In the process of outsourcing, the company enlists the help of outside
organizations which have not formed an alliance with the company to complete certain
tasks. Eventually, the outsourcing company, with the help of employees, set up a different
compensation structure, enabling them to finish the work at a lower cost. 

Types of outsourcing 
Depending on the nature and process there are different types of outsourcing and
selecting one may be preferable over another. The most common type of outsourcing
are: 
Onshoring: relocating work or services to lower-cost locations in the company’s own
country. 
Offshoring: relocating work or services to third-party providers overseas. 
 Nearshoring: relocating work or services to people in nearby, often bordering regions
and countries. 

Outsourcing pros and cons
The major advantage of outsourcing is that it has proven as a platform where companies
can utilize their resources in the most effective manner. As a result, the company’s work is
completed for less money. Consequently, the management could give priority to more
important things.

A major criticism about outsourcing is that it causes loss of domestic jobs too, especially
in the manufacturing sector. Another major concern in the outsourcing process is the
production/rendering of low-quality goods or services, as the company is not directly
involved. Apart from this, there could be a delay in the completion of the project due to a
lack of communication. Access to confidential information by third parties can also be a
threat to the company while outsourcing.

Future of outsourcing 
Globally, outsourcing spending is predicted to reach $731 billion in 2023. IT outsourcing
spending could increase 22% over 2019’s numbers to reach $519 billion in 2023. The global
Business process outsourcing spending could increase 19% over 2019’s number to reach
$212 billion in 2023. As the surge on remote and hybrid workplaces becomes popular and
automation with improving technologies takes hold , the outsourcing industry continues to
expand. 

OUTSOURCING - THE CHANGING
BUSINESS ECO SPACE
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THE DIGITAL FRONTIER
In today’s world, electronic commerce, or e-commerce, has become an important
aspect of our daily lives. E-commerce involves buying and selling goods and services
online, which provides a convenient way for shoppers to make purchases from
anywhere and at any time. This also allows businesses to expand their reach to
customers across the world.

One of the convincing benefits of e-commerce is its convenience. E-commerce helps
those living in remote areas or those with transportability issues access a wide range
of products and services. E-commerce also provides cost savings. Shoppers can also
save money by avoiding travel costs and impulse purchases often made in physical
stores. They can shop online at any time of day or night from the comfort of their
home or office without having to travel to the store.

E-commerce enables businesses to provide personalised experiences to their
customers. This can be accomplished through a variety of techniques based on the
customer’s previous purchase and search history, as well as the provision of
personalised promotions and discounts. Netflix for example, employs data analytics
to deliver personalised TV shows and movie suggestions to its subscribers.

However, e-commerce has some disadvantages. The lack of personal touch between
customers and businesses is one of the most significant downsides of e-commerce.
This can make it difficult for firms to form relationships with their customers and
respond to their problems on time. E-commerce companies saw an average of 4,278
assaults every quarter in 2020, with Mage cart attacks being the most common.

Another disadvantage of e-commerce is that it might be difficult to assess the quality
of a product without seeing it in person. Businesses rely significantly on technology,
which can be damaging if there are technical problems or outages. For example, in
2020, Shopify experienced a massive outage that impacted hundreds of online
retailers, resulting in sales and income losses.

In conclusion, besides the drawbacks, e-commerce has provided significant benefits to
both consumers and businesses. It has transformed the way we do business and shop,
bringing convenience, cost savings, and an expanded reach. While there are risks
involved with online shopping, they can be mitigated by paying strict attention to
security measures and return policies. As technology advances, e-commerce is
projected to play an even larger role in our daily lives.
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Money can be a tricky subject to navigate, especially as a student. However, the book
"Rich Dad Poor Dad" by Robert Kiyosaki offers valuable lessons on how to change your
mindset towards money and build a solid financial foundation. In this article, we will
discuss the 7 most important takeaways from the book that every student should know.

Rich people don't work for money; they make money work for them. This means that
instead of simply trading time for money, wealthy people invest their money into assets
that generate passive income. For example, instead of working 40 hours a week at a job,
a wealthy person might invest in rental properties that generate rental income without
requiring them to actively work for it.

Don't focus on accumulating assets that decrease in value; instead, focus on acquiring
assets that appreciate. Assets that decrease in value are called depreciating assets. For
example, a car is a depreciating asset because it loses value over time. In contrast, assets
that are appreciated can help build wealth over time. For example, investing in stocks or
real estate can appreciate over time and provide a return on investment. 

Don't let fear control your financial decisions; take calculated risks to achieve your goals.
Sometimes taking calculated risks can lead to financial success. For example, investing in
a new business venture or buying stocks can be risky, but with proper research and
planning, these risks can pay off and lead to financial gain.

Education is key to financial success; invest in your financial education to make informed
decisions. Learning about personal finance and investing can be empowering and help
you make informed financial decisions. For example, taking a course on investing or
reading books about personal finance can give you the knowledge you need to make
smart financial choices.

Don't rely solely on a job to build wealth; diversify your income streams to increase your
earning potential. Having multiple sources of income, like a side business or rental
properties, can help increase your earning potential and provide financial stability.

Be mindful of taxes; understand tax laws and use them to your advantage. Understanding
tax laws can help you make informed financial decisions and maximise your financial
gain. For example, investing in tax-advantaged accounts like a 401(k) can help reduce
your taxable income and save you money on taxes.

Surround yourself with successful people who can mentor and guide you on your financial
journey. Having a network of successful and financially savvy people can provide
valuable mentorship and guidance on your financial journey.

 In conclusion, "Rich Dad Poor Dad" provides invaluable insights into financial literacy and
wealth-building. By applying the lessons learned from this book, students can gain a
better understanding of how to make their money work for them, invest in assets that
generate income, and strive for financial independence. So, grab a copy of this classic
book, and start building a solid financial foundation for your future.

UNLOCK THE SECRETS TO FINANCIAL FREEDOM
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Your credit score is an essential part of your financial profile, and it can impact your
ability to access credit and loans. The Credit Information Bureau (India) Limited, or CIBIL,
is India's largest credit information company. It collects, maintains, and disseminates
credit information about individuals and companies. A good CIBIL score is necessary for
obtaining loans and credit facilities at lower interest rates and negotiating better terms
and conditions. In this article, we will discuss why it is necessary to maintain a good CIBIL
score. 

Firstly, a good CIBIL score is necessary for obtaining loans and credit facilities. Lenders
use your credit score to evaluate your creditworthiness before approving your loan
application. A high credit score indicates a low risk of default, which means you are more
likely to repay the loan on time. As a result, lenders are more likely to offer you loans at
lower interest rates if you have a good credit score. 

Secondly, a good CIBIL score is necessary for availing of credit facilities. Banks and other
financial institutions rely on your credit score to determine whether you are eligible for a
loan or credit facility. If you have a poor credit score, your loan application may be
rejected, or you may be offered a loan at higher interest rates. 

Thirdly, a good CIBIL score is necessary for negotiating better terms and conditions. A
high credit score indicates that you are a low-risk borrower, and you can use this to
negotiate better terms and conditions with lenders. For instance, you may be able to
negotiate a lower interest rate, a longer repayment period, or a higher loan amount if
you have a good credit score. 

Fourthly, a good CIBIL score is necessary for improving your financial standing. A good
credit score indicates that you are a responsible borrower who pays your bills on time
and manages your finances well. This can improve your financial standing and increase
your chances of obtaining credit facilities in the future. 

Finally, maintaining a good CIBIL score is necessary for avoiding financial stress. A poor
credit score can lead to loan rejection, higher interest rates, and other financial stress.
This can affect your creditworthiness and ability to obtain loans and credit facilities in the
future. 

In conclusion, maintaining a good CIBIL score is essential for obtaining loans and credit
facilities at lower interest rates, availing of credit facilities, negotiating better terms and
conditions, improving your financial standing, and avoiding financial stress. To maintain a
good CIBIL score, you should pay your bills on time, keep your credit utilization low, and
avoid defaulting on loans or credit facilities. By doing so, you can build a good credit
profile that can help you achieve your financial goals.

IMPORTANCE OF 
CIBIL SCORE
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Fests are a much awaited platform for all college students to showcase our
skills and talents. This article which I'm writing is mainly about my experience in
a recent inter college fest held at Gulbarga University, Kalaburagi. It was an
unforgettable experience which I will always cherish. 

This was a South Zone fest conducted in Gulbarga. There are lots of memories
which come to mind relating to the fest. To open-up everything would be like
going through a memory lane. I participated in Group Singing. Singing was
always a passion for me. When I got this opportunity I was really happy
because in college it is really important to grab any opportunity that you get
no matter whether small or big. It was a five day intercollege fest in Gulbarga
University .We travelled as a team of 35 members along with two teachers .The
train journey was also memorable. It was a completely new experience for me.
The university campus was very vast .The campus was buzzing with energy and
excitement of students from different states .There was a cultural procession
on the first day where all universities will be walking with pride in the
procession wearing their cultural attire and waving their flags. It was a
beautiful sight to see and an unforgettable experience. Then we had the
inauguration ceremony. 

The fest had a wide range of events like Singing, Dancing, Quiz, Debate,
Rangoli, Folk orchestra, Art,Installation,Mime etc. The participants mesmerised
the audience with their soulful renditions. The competition was very tough but it
was a really wonderful experience to witness such incredible talent. 

We got a chance to witness most of the events at different venues. lt was
fascinating to see how each team had put their heart and soul into the
performance. The inter-college fest was not just about competitions, but it was
also an opportunity to meet new people and make friends from different
colleges. 

In conclusion, the inter-college fest was an incredible experience, and it
exceeded my expectations. It was an excellent opportunity for students to
showcase our skills and talents, meet new people, and have fun. It gave me an
unforgettable experience, new friends and lots of memories. THESE ARE TRULY
GOOD TIMES TO REMEMBER. 

TIMES TO REMEMBER
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16  W O M E N  B L I N K  N E A R L Y  T W I C E  A S  M U C H  A S  M E N .

MY EXPERIENCE WITH
SAMRUDDHI 22

I was ecstatic when I found out that my college was hosting an intra-collegiate fest
called Samruddhi. I participated in the finance fest, as I had always been interested
in the subject. The first event which we joined was called Best Chief Financial Officer. 

The first round challenged us to find different accounting ratios and it was
conducted via Zoom. After successfully clearing round 1 we moved on to round 2
where we were asked to solve crosswords that contained complex financial words.
The round was a bit tough as we had not much clue about the intricate words, but
we managed to push through it and reached the 3rd round which was auctioning. I
was attending an auction round for the first time, and I was excited to see how it all
worked. As the auctioneer started calling out the items up for bid, I could feel the
excitement building in the room. It was fascinating to see how the bidding could
quickly escalate, driven by people's emotions and desire to win.  As the auctioning
round ended, I felt a sense of satisfaction as we had smartly used up our money and
won the 3rd round. The last and final round was the case study. We were given a
dead company and we are asked to revive that company and bring up ideas on how
to make that company profitable.

The second event which I participated in was called Portfolio Manager. It was a team
event, and we were a team of 4. This event gives us a great opportunity to learn
more about investment management and related fields. The first round consisted of
us investing in different companies with virtual money on our phones through an
application. The team that had the most investments and returns succeeded in the
second round. We were given a company that was doing badly at that time, and this
affected our sales and our ability to pitch. This was very exciting, and fun as we all
learned a lot about how the entire stock market pitching works. 

At the end of the day, during the valedictory ceremony, the winners were
announced, and I was overjoyed to hear my name being called out as the winner of
both competitions. I was awarded a trophy and certificates. My class also won the
overall championship. Winning the finance fest was a validation of all the hard work
me and my teammates had put in, and it gave me the confidence I needed. I would
like to thank our Professional Accounting and Finance Department for the
opportunity they gave us. I would also like to convey my regards to all the event
coordinators and their teams for doing an immaculate job in setting up everything. 



Nandhana.B 
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 Samruddhi-22 'Beyond All Limits- Unleashing The Indian Unicorns' was a fest
that was conducted by the Department of Professional Accounting and
Finance. The fest helped the students to discover their inner talents by
exploring themselves. There were many categories. Each category had a
coordinator and their team. All professional students needed to attend the
fest. 

 I opted for something related to the stock market and shares-  Elenchos. For
each team, two participants were required. The first round of Elenchos was
an online quiz related to general knowledge In accounting. The second round
was called 'Curious Case', in which a case study was given to us. According to
the case study, we were asked to prepare the related financial accounts and
submit them. The third round was based on Financial Statement Analysis in
which we were given the entire financial statement of a company and had to
find the errors in that. The final round was a presentation round in which we
were given a case study and had to analyze and make a presentation
according to the questions that were given to us.  In the last round, only the
best five teams were selected. In all the rounds, we had to think like an
auditor and an accountant.

 In Portfolio Manager, each team consisted of four participants. It was done
through an App where we were given a certain amount and we had to invest
in any company. It was a real-life investing experience. We had to know each
company's shares, which company would be in profit, and which company
would be in loss. We were given a topic to debate as well. Only the best ones
were selected. 

It was equally challenging for us. Through this fest, I conquered many of my
fears. I even learned a little bit about how the corporate world worked. I had
a very good experience through this fest. I was very happy to take part in
this fest.

SAMRUDDHI FEST 22’

17  T H E  O N L Y  F O O D  T H A T  D O E S N ’ T  S P O I L  I S  H O N E Y



MY TAKE ON THE FESTING
WORLD

Sultanah A. 
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18  A  C R O C O D I L E  C A N N O T  S T I C K  I T S  T O N G U E  O U T

It has been an honour to be able to discuss my involvement in the SAMRUDDHI-22
inter-college competition.

As a freshman, I was eager to participate in all of the college festivities. SAMRIDDHI-
22 was the first event hosted in our division. The entire department was quite
enthusiastic about this occasion. I involved myself in two distinct events. I
participated in both Elenchos and Portfolio Manager.

We were all extremely anxious and excited at the same time. In the portfolio
manager, there were three separate rounds. On 14 October 2022, an online quiz was
held as the first round. The second round took place from October 16 to October 17,
2022. We had to buy and sell shares throughout the round, which was quite
interesting. This round was quite beneficial for learning about the shares. What kind
of shares to buy, when and how to buy, and when to sell. Our group advanced to the
next round. On October 18, 2022, Devil's Den's final round was conducted. We were
required to buy the shares for Cipla, a pharmaceutical firm. We were terrified
because we didn't have much time to get ready for the last round. Together, the
entire team began learning about business valuation and pitch calculation. All of the
teams pitched well in the last round. We bought shares from several corporations
and sold shares to various companies.

One by one, the judges, team leaders, bankers, and entrepreneurs began asking
questions. We participated in the event and answered a few questions and left a few
blank, but we still learned a lot. We also gained insight into how to deal with the
crisis at the core of the movement, which bolstered our confidence.
Elenchos was a totally new event that focused entirely on accounting, auditing, and
preparing the company's annual report. By participating in this event, we mastered
time management because we encountered numerous scenarios. Finally, we
succeeded in finishing the work, and as a result, we won third place in this
competition.

Being a part of SAMRUDDHI-22 was an honour. It has provided me with the ideal
experience. As a professional student, this experience forced me to think creatively
and beyond the box. I am grateful to the faculty, event leaders, and coordinators for
their support, guidance, and encouragement, as well as to my colleagues who
helped me. Through this I have improved my self confidence which was required for
my career. 



 Jingle Jiju
 22ACP534

As the great Chinese philosopher Lao Tzu once said, “A journey of a thousand
miles begins with a single step”, the same could be said about the journey
with our very own careers. The Department of Professional Accounting and
Finance, Kristu Jayanti College, had conducted a fest named as “Samruddhi”,
which contained various events pertaining to management, decision making
& real-world problem-solving skills. I had participated in the ‘Best Manager/
Best CEO’ event and. I wanted to give it a shot in this very event as I was
really intrigued on knowing how things would be done as this was my first
time attending such an event.  

 It initially started off with a basic quiz to test our understanding on logic,
general knowledge etc. The second round consisted of placing a sales pitch
with different challenges, our group was given the topic to present on
“healthy cigarettes”. We found it really challenging to find ways to make
cigarettes healthy, nevertheless, we did find a way. We were asked to debate
among each other about the companies that we represented and had to
convince potential investors on why they should invest into our venture. Later
on, the rounds got really tough. We were given a scenario to handle and deal
with the criticism and get our investors back on board. I had made my way to
the finals and I was really proud of making it so far. The last round was the
epic showdown, the finals. We were put under extremely uncomfortable
situations as we were asked to dance our way to the stage. I particularly am
a person, who is nada when it comes to dancing. Regardless, I took the
atmosphere there with confidence. I was interviewed one-on-one and was
put under enormous stress. Although it was really stressful, it was a blissful
and wonderful experience. I gained tremendous experience and insights into
real-life workings of a typical corporate executive.

 In conclusion, Samruddhi taught me more about the importance of active
listening and taking decisions not by heart, but by a strong mind. I came 2nd
in the event and I thank the department and the coordinators of Samruddhi
22’ for giving us a chance to step into the lives of being one among the many
executives in the world. 
“There is always room in your life for thinking bigger, pushing limits and 
 imagining the impossible” – Tony Robbins

A JOURNEY ON THE PATH
TO SUCCESS

19   A  S N A I L  C A N  S L E E P  F O R  T H R E E  Y E A R S .



Adhika Shaheed 
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20 T H E R E  A R E  M O R E  T H A N  2 0 0  K I T  K A T  F L A V O R S  I N  J A P A N .

UTHAN 2023: 
UNLEASHING POTENTIAL

The 3rd of March 2023 witnessed students from colleges across Bangalore
gathering to ardently participate in UTHAN - an inter-collegiate fest conducted
by the Department of Professional Accounting and Finance. The one-day fest
comprised of 7 events and I and my team had the privilege of conducting
League of Legends (Corporate Relations). Corporate Relations is the art of
storytelling which is directed at connecting an organization's vision with the
heart and minds of their audience. The event evaluates the participants ability
to steer the company towards prosperity, to become the narrator of their tales
and be the voice that champions their mission. 

The event encompassed 3 rounds and the first round ‘Change your Avatar’
commenced a deliberation between the participants followed by the stress-
inducing second round ‘Heroes in the spotlight’. The finale presented the
participants with a case study that rendered an impression of real-life
corporate scenarios which assessed the participants competence in fostering
beneficial relationships, bridging the gap between company and stakeholders,
thinking on their feet and working against the ticking clock. The jury for the
finale were the alumni of the college, Auryn Darius Furtado and Gowri
Alancherry of batch 2019-2022. The theme of this year’s Uthan was ‘Pioneering
the new era of commerce in metaverse’. The theme was incorporated in all
rounds to give the participants a glimpse of the forthcoming transformation of
the corporate world with its entry into metaverse. 

Conducting Uthan has been a remarkable experience and rewarded us with a
plethora of knowledge and skills that is relevant down the line. I express my
gratitude to the Department of Professional Accounting and Finance, Faculty
Coordinators and the entire team of Uthan for their efforts in putting up an
incredible fest.
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Date: 15 to 20 October 2022

The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance
organised Samruddhi- 2022, an annual Intra-departmental fest. It
seeks to help the students to achieve the highest level of
professional competence and excellence by creating a platform to
portray their skills through various events that help them to excel
in a corporate environment. Samruddhi 2022 was conducted from
15th October to 20th October 2022. The theme for the fest was
“Beyond All Limits – Unleashing the Indian Unicorns” inspired by
the recent rise of Unicorns in India. 

The fest intended to inspire the students to put out their highly
desirable and unique corporate talents to paint a picture of how
they should deal with the corporate world. Each of the events in
this fest were planned with an objective to unleash our students'
creativity, build their problem-solving skills and empower their
decision-making ability.

The events planned include Best CEO, Corporate Relations, Crisis
Management, Best Entrepreneur, Innovation and People
Management, Élenchos, Best CFO, Portfolio Manager and Business
Quiz. 

INTRA COLLEGIATE FEST 2022 - SAMRUDDHI
Each of these events was planned to give the participants an
opportunity to be exposed to the corporate world scenarios and equip
one with the ability to cope up with challenges in the professional
realm. The preliminary rounds comprised of minimum of 4 rounds in
each event. The inaugural session for Samruddhi 2022 was held on 20th
October 2022. Ms. Kshema Shetty, Key Account Manager - Wholesale
Business Pan India at Mondelez India, Foods Private Limited was the
Chief Guest on the occasion. The Valedictory Ceremony was held at
3:30 pm, Fr. Joshy Mathew, Head Department of English addressed the
gathering and congratulated the students on their initiatives and active
involvement. The winners were felicitated during the valedictory
ceremony and the event was a grand success.



 T H E  L O N G E S T  E N G L I S H  W O R D  I S  1 8 9 , 8 1 9  L E T T E R S  L O N G23

The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance organized Uthan
2023, an annual inter-collegiate commerce fest. The name originates from
the Sanskrit word “Uthan” which means- “Rise”. Uthan 2023 strived to
provide students with a tremendous learning experience. 

This fest has not only helped students to get an insight into real-life
situations that professionals face but also sharpen their critical thinking,
analytical, and public speaking skills. We hoped to ignite the mind of our
students so that they can uplift India to a greater level of prosperity. Each
of the events in this fest was planned with the objective to unleash the
student’s creativity, build their problem-solving skills and empower their
decision-making ability. We believed that these are critical skills and
deriving what they learn from each event would enable them to lead India
into “light and prosperity” in line with the Jayantian moto.

The final year students of the Department of Professional Accounting and
Finance come together every year to organize Uthan for other colleges to
participate. Various events were designed and coordinated with the
combined efforts of all the teachers and student volunteers. This year
Uthan was set to start on 3rd march 2023. The theme for this year was
“Metaverse, pioneering the next era of commerce in the metaverse”. The
metaverse is a vision of what many in the computer industry believe is the
next iteration of the internet. The environment is very erratic and it is very
important to embrace and keep up with the changes around us.

The inauguration ceremony addressed by Chief Guest, Mr. Gursimran
Kalra, the Co-Founder and the COO of Minus Zero Robotics Limited,
inspired the youth with his inspirational talk and challenged the students to
carry a winning attitude.

INTER COLLEGIATE FEST 2023 - UTHAN
The core events of Uthan 2023 were Crisis management Best CEO,
Corporate RelatioBest CFO, IPM Mastermind, and EDP. The core events
were named after metaverse and games to fit with the theme. Each of
these events was planned in such a way that the participants were given
an opportunity to be exposed to the corporate world and sharpen their
skills. The event took off with great zeal and enthusiasm with
participants from twelve different colleges in India, waging a tough fight
with their competitors.

The valedictory ceremony was held in the presence of Fr. Deepu Joy-
Students Welfare Officer, Dr. Annie Stephen, coordinator of the
Department of Professional Accounting and Finance, Dr. Kiran Kumar,
Dr. Poornima, Dr. Sivasankar and Prof Indra-faculty co-ordinators for
the event. The overall championship was bagged by the participants of
Christ College, Central University, Bengaluru, and the runners-up position
by Presidency College, Bengaluru.
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Date: 27 September 2022
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance conducted “Dare to
Start-up” product launch competition for the III and V semesters students. It
was an activity conducted in commemoration of World Entrepreneurs Day for
the academic year 2022- 2023. 
“Dare to Start-up” was a product launch competition wherein participants
were required to pitch in their product ideas amidst a set of judges. The theme
for startup was Sustainability. The event judging criteria was Innovation,
Sustainability, Creativity, Novelty and Presentation. Approximately 21 teams
had registered for the event and 10 teams made it to the final round after
eliminations. 
The alumni Mr. Joel Kuruvilla and Ms. Jestina were the judges for the event
with the students’ coordinators’ of the event acting upon rebuttals. 

DARE TO STARTUP
Date: 21 February 2023
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance conducted an
event titled Anokha – Corporate Walk. Participants chose the profession of
their choice and were asked to express their mission statement and also 
 why they chose this particular profession. Diverse professions were
showcased ranging from auditors to photographers and also fitness
enthusiasts. 
The first round was judged based on their confidence, their choice of
profession, and mission statement which included a one-minute speech on
their chosen profession, and their resumes.
The second round was a face-off round wherein real-life scenarios were
thrown open and the participant’s ready wit, spontaneity, and critical as
well as logical skills were put to test. The round involved a stress element 
 too. The crisis management skills were also adjudged by the jury
members.
Tanya Jayraj won 1st place followed by Aebel Thomas who secured the
second position for Anokha - 2023.

ANOKHA - CORPORATE WALK
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Date: 22 September 2022
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance, in
collaboration with the Speculators Club at Kristu Jayanti College,
Autonomous, Bengaluru, organized a Skill Development Lecture on
"Basics of Share Market." The event aimed to provide students and
professionals with the knowledge and skills required to invest in the
stock market. The lecture was delivered by Mr. Eshanya Tallur,
Business Partner, ShareKhan Limited, who is an expert in the field of
stock trading.

Mr. Tallur started the session by providing a basic understanding of
shares, share markets, and DEMAT accounts. A DEMAT account
eliminates the need for physical share certificates and simplifies the
process of buying and selling shares. It is essential for anyone who
wants to invest in the stock market. He discussed the technical
analysis charts that can be used to make informed investment
decisions and explained how these charts can help in understanding
the movements of share prices. Additionally, he highlighted the
relationship between the Indian and Singapore stock exchanges and
mentioned the concept of mutual funds. Mr. Tallur encouraged all
participants to open a DEMAT account to gain a better
understanding of the share market.

The Q&A session at the end of the lecture provided an opportunity
for the participants to clarify their doubts and ask any questions they
had. This session helped to reinforce the concepts covered during the
lecture and provided the attendees with the opportunity to learn
from Mr. Tallur's experience in the field.

 SKILL DEVELOPMENT LECTURE ON BASICS OF SHARE MARKET
In conclusion, the Skill Development Lecture on "Basics of Share
Market" was an excellent initiative by the Department of Professional
Accounting and Finance in collaboration with the Speculators Club at
Kristu Jayanti College. The lecture provided an excellent opportunity
for participants to learn about the stock market and equip
themselves with the knowledge and skills required to make informed
investment decisions.

The event was well received by the attendees, who gained valuable
insights into the world of share markets and trading. This Skill
Development Lecture provided an excellent platform for students
and professionals to understand the basics of the stock market, and
how they can use this knowledge to make informed investment
decisions.



Date: 29 September 2022
The Department of Professional and Accounting and Finance, in collaboration
with the Speculators Club, Kristu Jayanti College, Autonomous, Bengaluru and
in association with SEBI, NSE and NSDL organised a seminar on "Introduction
to Securities Market" on September 28, 2022. The session was continued by
Ms. Garima who gave insights on the role of securities markets, importance
and works done by SEBI, prerequisites of buying and selling, Initial Public Issue
and also on the benefits of Mutual Funds. The next session was conducted by
Mr. Ravi who gave information on the trading account opening and order
placement process. The final session by Mr. Supratim was on the Depository
services and its role. The session ended with question and answers.

 INTRODUCTION TO
SECURITIES MARKET 

Date: 29 September 2022
The Speculators club conducted a session on the commemoration of World
Investors Week on the topic of 'Feel the magic of trading'. The objective of this
skill development lecture was to give an insight on the trading procedures
through live session and live examples. The session was led by Dr. K. Kiran
Kumar, Faculty Coordinator. Sir began the session with an introduction on the
way in which money can be used- Save, Spend and Invest. Furthermore, he
discussed about the recent IPO’s in India  like LIC IPO and PayTM IPOs with their
advantages and disadvantages. The session was interactive and invited an open
discussion with the students. 

SKILL DEVELOPMENT
LECTURE ON FEEL THE
MAGIC OF TRADING 
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Date: 27 September 2022
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance in association
with the Speculators Club celebrated the World Investor Week. The day 1
of the World Investor Week was held on 27th September 2022 at Kristu
Jayanti College and the speaker of the day was C A Sreedevi P Menon,
Asst. Professor of Kristu Jayanti College. The speaker started the session
with a brief note on World Investor Week. The theme of the World
Investor Week was highlighted and the speaker continued the session to
understand the awareness of the participants on few key terms like
DEMAT Account, Stock Exchange, Depository Participant, IPO and
SENSEX. Further the speaker spoke about stocks that are part of NIFTY
50 and its historical returns. 
The students were educated about different types of securities in the
market like equity, debt, derivatives, mutual funds, future & options. The
speaker touched upon the fact that valuation is the key to determining
value of a share in an IPO. Some tips & tricks of trading of shares were
highlighted by the speaker. The speaker also shared her experience of
trading or investing. The session was concluded with a crossword puzzle
activity. It was an interactive and informative session.

 SMART INVESTOR
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 INNOVATIVE INVESTING
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Date: 30 September 2022
World Investor Week (WIW) – an International Organization of Securities
Commissions (IOSCO) initiative, is a global investor awareness campaign.
WIW is celebrated every year, across the world, by the securities market
regulators. The week witnesses a host of investor awareness activities across
the globe and the investors are explained about the importance of investor
education and protection. 
The session was led by Dr. K. Kiran Kumar Faculty Co-ordinator- Speculators
Club. Amid growing retail participation in equity markets, the investor
awareness programmes and education play an important role in helping new
investors make informed decisions. It is essential that investors do not get
lured by false promises and unsolicited advice. The speaker also spoke about
the importance of Investment and Savings and shared the life cycle of an
Investor at various stages. He also spoke about Crypto Currency, Non
fungible Tokens, Crowd Funding with current Ponzi schemes, case studies and
shared the advantages and disadvantages of different investments. The
session was informative. 
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Date: 06 September 2022
International Literacy Day (ILD) is celebrated on 8th September every year
across the globe to create awareness on the importance of literacy among
the individuals. Literacy can be understood as the ability to read, write, speak
and listen in such a way that it helps an individual to communicate effectively.
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance organized Skill
Development Activities for the students on the theme 'A Bridge from Misery to
Hope' to commemorate International Literacy Day. Three different
competitions namely Card making with the theme 'Gratitude for the lessons',
extempore on topics related to 'General awareness on literacy' and the Best
Journalist with the theme 'Education to Everyone' were conducted to bring out
the creativity, innovation and talent in students. The competitions were
conducted both online and offline and 26 participants enrolled for the same.

INTERNATIONAL LITERACY DAY 

Date: 12 September 2022
Every person around the world will, at some point in their life, take medications to
prevent or treat illness. Medication errors occur when weak medication systems and
human factors such as fatigue, poor environmental conditions or staff shortages
affect the safety of the medication use process. 
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has significantly exacerbated the risk of medication
errors and associated medication-related harm. Patient Medication Safety Day is
celebrated on 17th September every year across the globe to create awareness on
the importance of Medication safety. 

The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance in association with
Commemorative Days and Human Values organized a lecture to commemorate
International Patient Medication Safety Day. The talk was given by Mr. Lakshmilanth
Sharma R, First Division Assistant. He discussed about problems associated with
medication during COVID, Time line of the Pandemic, Hierarchy of testing and
quarantines details and also shared tips on the strategies’ that can be adopted to
prevent medication lapses and errors. He also shared insights on infection prevention
and the precautions to be taken for leading a healthy life. 
The session was enlightening and informative.

INTERNATIONAL PATIENT
MEDICATION SAFETY DAY 
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Date: 12 August 2022
World Youth Day is observed on August 12 every year. This year’s theme of
“International Solidarity: Creating a world for all Ages” gives new light to this
day, not only extolling the virtues of the youth, but those that came before
them and those that will come. 
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance from the Kristu
Jayanti College, Autonomous has taken it upon ourselves to celebrate it in our
way, through the help of various events. We as a department had organized
an inter-class collage making competition to inculcate a sense of group
competitiveness as well as unity among classmates, this had also allowed the
students to put their thoughts to paper in the simplest way possible, through
imagination. We had also organized an elocution for the 2nd and 3rd year
students to better express their opinions and ideals for the world on which we
live in together. 

YOUTH DAY
Date: 17 August 2022
On the occasion of the 75th Independence day commemoration, The
Department of Professional Accounting and Finance conducted inter-class
events for the students. Uday Bharat 2022 carried the theme 'Nation First,
Always First'. The whole program revolved around "Azadi Ka Amrith
Mahotsav" in line with the inspiration from the Ministry of Culture, Government
of India. The event was conducted to instill patriotism among the students as
we bring to mind the sacrifice made by the freedom fighters.
Uday Bharat 2022 was conducted for a period of four days, from the 10th to
the 13th of August with events ranging from Declamation, Poster Making,
Group Dance, Group Song, Tableau, and Photography. The events were
conducted under the guidance of Dr.Gokilavani S, Prof.Indra Satish, Dr.Aakash
Kumar, and Ms.Vanlalhlimpuii. The student coordinators of the event Aayush
Kumar and Garima Prasad along with the team ensured the instinctive flow of
events. The Chief Guest shared a powerful message igniting the students to
stand up for the nation and do their bit for the country. 
The program concluded with the distribution of prizes to the winners.

UDAY BHARAT
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Date: 13 February 2023
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance organized an
expert talk on "Information Technology-1" on 13 February 2023 from 9.00
am to 12.00 pm in Room No. A403, Admin Block, for the first-year B.Com
International Business and Finance students. Mr. Kamal R, CPA, Global SOX
Lead, 3M-ANSR Ltd, Bengaluru, addressed the students. 
The session's main objective was to create awareness among the students
on Information Technology and also emphasize the importance of the
practical aspects and significance of Information Technology. The speaker
highlighted the importance of IT as a subject and the weightage of IT in
the CPA exam. Mr. Kamal also added information on the IT sector in the
business world and the job opportunities available. 
It was an interactive and informative session where the speaker clarified
all the students' queries.

EXPERT TALK ON
INFORMATION

TECHNOLOGY-1

EXPERT TALK ON CRYPTO
FOR BEGINNERS

Date: 11 January 2023 
A guest lecture was organized by The Department of Professional
Accounting and Finance for the sixth semester Honors students on 11th
January 2023. The resource person for the day was Prof Mahesh S Betasur
BA, LLB, LLM, Ph.D. - Kristu Jayanti College. The speaker threw light on the
following aspects such as whether trading in cryptocurrency is legal in India
& whether cryptocurrency is legalized in India. The speaker explained the
basic concepts of cryptocurrency and the nature and characteristics of the
currency. He also shared the advantages and disadvantages of the same
and also gave a brief on the cryptocurrency exchange in India, which
included Coin DCX (2018), Uno Coin and BTCXIndia (2013), and many more.
The speaker further elucidated how RBI issued a bill in 2021 which stated the
rules and regulations to be followed to trade cryptocurrency in India
followed by the Operationalization of Central Bank Digital Currency by RBI.
The session was informative and enlightening. 
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Date: 20 August 2022
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance in collaboration with
the Women Empowerment Cell organized a session on ‘Boosting Brain power
with Healthy Eating’. Ms. Suneetha Rao (M.Sc., RD), Chief Nutritionist at NU
Hospitals, Bengaluru was the Resource Person for the expert talk. The session
took place on the 20th of August 2022 in the Main Block Auditorium M1 at 10:00
am. Ms. Rao spoke on the foods to be avoided, how to eat healthy, gut health,
eating habits and how human beings can improve their health by losing body
weight.
The session also included tips for healthy living and laid emphasis on
consumption of fruits and vegetables, following a healthy diet, avoiding foods
that contain fats, avoiding overeating & undereating and exposure to sunlight
for at least fifteen minutes per day. The session was enlightening and
informative.

BOOST BRAIN POWER
WITH HEALTHY EATING

Date: 29 August 2022
CA and CS are the evergreen professional courses which always have a
wide scope and great career opportunities. The resource person started the
session by explaining the importance of CA and CS in the present scenario.
He explained that there are three levels to accomplish the CA and CS
courses. They are Foundation, Intermediate and Final levels. Doing CA and
CS together has an excellent advantage. The advantage is that the course
content are quite similar in both these courses. Most of the subjects & their
contents are related to each other. It provides immense stability with a
strong requirement for one’s skills in this specific field. He also advised the
students to opt for co-curricular and extra-curricular activities to equip
themselves to cope up with the challenges of the modern world. He also
encouraged the students to be more self-confident to reach great heights
in their career. He said that prioritizing is the most important thing to learn
in one’s life to be more successful. The orientation was informative and a
great source of learning for all the students.

EMBARKNG ON A
PROFESSIONAL JOURNEY
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Date: 08 September 2022
To build confidence among students and to succeed in the competitive exams
such as CA/CS, an expert lecture was organised by the department. Mr. Suresh
Kumar Mani was invited as the resource person. The chief guest took over the
session by explaining about the importance of the CA/CS professional courses
and the opportunities that lies ahead.
The speaker stated that the Chartered Accountants make valuable
contributions in the fields of tax planning, capital budgeting, budget
forecasting, financing, preparation of books of accounts, and the like. From
drafting rules to provisions to implementation of taxes, the role and expertise
of CAs cannot be stated in words. The speaker also shared the career
prospects of Company Secretary citing the duties & responsibilities and the
role played by the CS professionals in the well-being of companies

EXPERT TALK ON
GATEWAY  TO  SUCCESS:
SURESH KUMAR MANI

Date: 12 September 2022
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance organized a
Seminar on “Innovation Incubation and Business Acceleration” on 12th
September 2022 for the first year B. Com Professional students. 

Dr. Muruganantham A - Director, Kristu Jayanti Incubation Centre and Prof.
Stephen Deepak - Vice President, Institution’s Innovation Council addressed
the students. The main objective of the programme was to make students
aware of the importance of Pre-Incubators, Incubators and Accelerators in 
 fostering innovation and entrepreneurial skills. Dr. Muruganantham
enlightened the students about the procedure of start-ups and whom to
approach in case of any difficulty in the incubation process. The speaker
gave a gist of benefits of being incubated at KJIC and how an ecosystem is
provided for budding startups. He gave a glimpse of the plan for upcoming
events namely Idea Olympics National Innovation Contest, Business Proposal
and more. Insights were given by speakers about companies already being
incubated at Kristu Jayanti Incubation Centre and about their growth. The
session witnessed an engaging participation.

INNOVATION INCUBATION
AND BUSINESS
ACCELERATION
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Date: 12 September 2022
Relationships are a cornerstone of happiness and living a full life.
Relationships should be seen as a valuable investment. Different aspects of
life can be enriched through relationships. The more we understand how
relationships work, the more we can grow from them. To develop the values
for effective relationship management, The Department of Professional
Accounting and Finance, Kristu Jayanti College (Autonomous), organized an
expert talk on 12th September 2022 for the Second year B.Com students of P1,
P2, P3 and P4 on the topic ‘The Secrets To Effective Relationships’.
Dr. Alice Aloysius, Student Counsellor, Kristu Jayanti College and the resource
person of the session discussed the importance and essentials of a good
relationship. Dr. Alice elaborated on the various kinds of relationships. She
discussed the seven signs of healthy relationships as well as the killers of
effective relationships.

THE SECRETS TO EFFECTIVE
RELATIONSHIPS

Date: 15 September 2022
The Department of Professional and Accounting and Finance, in collaboration
with the Speculators Club, Kristu Jayanti College, Autonomous, Bengaluru,
organised a Skill Development Lecture on "Mutual Funds - Ways of Effective
Wealth Creation" on September 15, 2022. The resource person was Mr. Rahul
Dhawan, Trainer, Jai Vatnani & Company, Mumbai.
Mr. Dhawan initiated the session by sharing his views on investment options
available in the market and how one could decide on the vast pool of
investment opportunities. He also highlighted Mutual Funds' importance,
types, international funds, determining where to invest, and making short and
long-term financial goals. Mr. Dhawan also added the importance of SIP and
SWP; systematic withdrawal plans were discussed at length. The session
ended with Q & A session.

MUTUAL FUNDS: WAYS OF
EFFECTIVE WEALTH

CREATION - EXPERT  TALK
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Date: 17 January 2023
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance organized an
expert lecture on “Modern Aspects of Finance on 17th January 2023 for
the first year B.Com (CMA) students. Mr. Nikit Dani, CMA, CPA, Financial
Controller, Aeries Bengaluru addressed the students. The session
started with a brief overview of the CMA course. The real-world
scenarios in the corporate world especially in the finance sector were
the main highlight of the session. The speaker also highlighted the
value that a degree holder with a professional qualification can fetch in
the market when compared to a degree holder. The perks attached to
professional courses and the growth patterns of those with a
professional course were discussed. It was an interactive session
among the students and the speaker. Mr. Nikit Dani concluded the
session by giving the motivational example of the Paytm CEO. The
session was interesting and thought-provoking. 

MODERN ASPECTS OF
FINANCE - EXPERT TALK

Date: 26 August 2022
The Department of Professional Accounting & Finance organized a session
titled “Road Map to ACCA Journey”. The resource person for the session was
Ms. Nithya S, Operation Support Associate- International Skill Development
Corporation. The main objective of the session was to motivate the students
to excel in their attempt to clear the professional exams.
She also stated the benefits of becoming an ACCA Affiliate or Member stating
that one could work not only in India but in over 180 countries across the
world. Some of the most popular countries that Indian ACCAs often work in
are the UK, Australia, Singapore, Germany and many other countries in the
European Union. Ms. Nithya also shared about the integration of ACCA course
in the curriculum, fees, registration process, exam centers pattern of
examinations and job opportunities.
The session was informative and it was able to give the students a heads-up
to commence their journey forward.

EXPERT TALK – “ROAD MAP TO
ACCA JOURNEY”



Date: 27 September 2022
In today’s competitive world job-hunting has become a truly adventurous
task. To get a desired job, students have to participate in the rat race of
qualified, highly-qualified and experienced or fresh candidates. To succeed in
this race, drafting an appropriate resume and presenting their candidature is
a crucial challenge. Hence, in order to overcome this challenge and to be
successful in their career a skill development lecture was organized by the
department. Mr. Kaarthik Subramaniyan was invited as the resource person.
Sir, had also provided information on how to answer the questions related to
the areas of their strengths and weaknesses. Sir highlighted about the three
different formats of resume according to the job profile along with writing a
covering letter or a mail. Sir concluded the session by stating that job
recruiters scrutinise and select an applicant whose resume stands out in the
competition. The session has helped the students to gain practical exposure
on effectively presenting their credentials in their resume.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT
LECTURE : FLIP THE SCRIPT
FOR SUCCESS
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Date: 17 November 2022
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance successfully
organized a guest lecture for the I B.Com ACCA students. Ms. Kauvya
Ravichandran, CA, ACCA, Product Development Manager, North Star
Academy, Bengaluru was the resource person.
To begin with, Ms. Kauvya Ravichandran gave an overview about the ACCA
programme and the benefits of pursuing the course. The students also have
gained essential knowledge concerning the ACCA exam schedule and were
made aware of the integration of the ACCA programme with the B.Com
curriculum.

The programme culminated with a lively interactive session in which all the
queries and doubts of the students’ regarding ACCA were effectively clarified.
The session was informative and engaging.

GUEST LECTURE ON
AGAINST ALL ODDS
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DATE: 24/09/2022
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance organized an
orientation programme on “Thinking beyond Boundaries” on 24th
September, 2022 for the first year B.Com CMA students. The students were
addressed by Mr. Madan M.G who is a qualified CMA and CPA. The main
objective and motive behind the orientation was to provide the CMA
students detailed information about the course, discuss its value and exam
pattern.
The session began with an interactive session. Mr Madan also provided
information about the job profile of a Management Accountant. Detailed
information about the syllabus and units to be covered for the CMA exams
and exam patterns were explained effectively by the speaker. Mr Madan M.G
cleared all doubts and queries of the students and made the session
interactive and informative.

THINKING BEYOND
BOUNDARIES

Date: 10 February 2023
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance organized a
"Navigation through Miles LMS" workshop on 10 February 2023 for second-
year B.Com CMA students. Ms Rhea Mariam Zenu, CMA Manager-Academics
and Student Relations, Miles Education, Bengaluru, addressed the students.
The session's main objective was to give the students hands-on experience
with the Learning Management System of Miles Education. The speaker also
emphasized the importance of attempting one mock test before taking the
CMA exam.
It was an interactive session where Ms Rhea clarified the students' queries
and encouraged them to attempt and complete the CMA exam. 

NAVIGATION THROUGH
MILES LMS & EXAM

ORIENTATION
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Date: 17 February 2023
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance organized an expert
talk on “Investment in Equity and Debt Securities” on 17th February 2023 for
first-year B.Com International Business and Finance students. Mr. Kamal R,
CPA, Global SOX Lead, 3M-ANSR Ltd, Bengaluru addressed the students.
The main objective of the session was to make the students understand the
concepts of Financial Accounting and Reporting. The concepts of equity and
debt securities were discussed at length. The speaker shared information on
investments and the various modes of investments by quoting real-life
scenarios. Different categories of debt instruments and their importance to
the stock market, the stock market fluctuations and their implications on the
economy, valuation of securities under the net income method and equity
method, and the like were discussed during the session.

EXPERT TALK ON INVESTMENT
IN EQUITY AND DEBT

SECURITIES

Date: 17 January 2023
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance organized a
workshop on “Virtual Audit Experience in Financial Audit” on 17th January
2023 from 2:30 pm to 4:30 pm for the first year B.Com International
Business and Finance students. Mr. Akhshay K Chopda –CMA, ACCA
addressed the students.
The main objective of the session was to give the students hands-on
experience with audits. The speaker outlined the different aspects of
audit procedures in a company. Various online platforms and websites
that provide professional courses free of cost were shared with the
students. The session was followed by a practical demonstration session.
The speaker shared his expertise on Strategic Planning and the
importance of having a LinkedIn profile. The session was informative and
interactive.

WORKSHOP ON VIRTUAL
AUDIT EXPERIENCE IN
FINANCIAL  AUDIT
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Date: 23 January 2023
The Chartered Accountancy qualification opens the door to a vast range
of exciting career opportunities, in every sector of Business and Finance,
both in India and internationally. Hence, in order to enlighten the students
on the importance of the Chartered Accountancy course and the manner
to pursue this dream, an expert lecture was organised, Mr. Georgy
Mathew FCA, Senior Partner, Varma & Varma Chartered Accountants,
Bengaluru was invited as the resource person.
He elaborated on how students can manage their time and highlighted
that hard work was the key element to clearing CA exams and
encouraged the students to not give up their dream and plan their time
accordingly to become successful. The speaker also explained the
differences between Articleship Training and Industrial Training.
The resource person concluded by highlighting that no other career offers
the mobility that a Chartered Accountancy qualification does as they offer
prospects in various fields such as Audit, Taxation, Consultancy services,
etc. Encouraging the students to be goal oriented and never to give up,
the session was insightful and motivational.

GUEST LECTURE ON “HOW TO
PURSUE YOUR CA DREAM”

Date: 17 November 2022
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance conducted a Skill
Development Activity for final year Honors students of the Department.
The session was conducted on 17th November 2022 and the resource
person was Prof Aneesha K Shaji, Assistant Professor, Kristu Jayanti
College. 
The key concepts and definitions of various terminologies under behavioral
finance were emphasized. The speaker also spoke on the various types of
behavioral biases and their impact on the decision-making of investors.
Prof. Aneesha shared some live examples and real-life situations to
emphasize the impact of emotional bias on an investor. 
It was an informative and enlightening session.

GUEST LECTURE ON
BEHAVIORAL BIASES
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Date: 21 November 2022
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance at Kristu
Jayanti College organised an Expert Talk on the topic "Judicial
Pronouncements" for students in their final year B.Com Professional
students on 21st November 2022, Mrs. Neethu S. Thottammariyil, IRS,
Mrs. T.N. Srividya, and Mrs. Shwetha K. R addressed the students.
Mrs. Neethu S, IRS, Deputy Director Training, National Academy of
Direct Taxes, Regional Campus Bengaluru, motivated the students by
explaining her experiences and the dedication she put in to become an
IRS Officer.  The session concluded with an address by Mrs. Shwetha K
R, Inspector at the Income Tax Department, who listed the numerous
organisations through which a person can join the Income Tax
Department (ITD) such as Staff Selection Commission (SSC) and the
Union Public Service Commission (UPSC).
The Expert Talk ended with a Question and Answer session.

EXPERT TALK ON JUDICIAL
PRONOUNCEMENTS

Date: 30 August 2022
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance organized an
Orientation programme on the “Roadmap to CMA and CPA” on 30th August
2022 in Auditorium A2, Admin Block for the CMA students and first year
B.Com International Business and Finance students. Mr.Varun Jain, (CPA
CMA)- Co-Founder Miles Education and Futurense Technologies addressed
the students.
The main objective of the programme was to make the students aware of
the importance and the value of clearing professional exams like CMA and
CPA. Mr. Varun enlightened the students on the professional CMA and CPA
and also explained the mode of examinations and the examination pattern
of CMA and CPA . He explained the role played as profesionals and the
challenges that lie ahead in the present world.

ORIENTATION ON ROAD MAP
TO CMA AND CPA
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Date: 28-09-2022
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance conducted an
alumni mentoring session on 28th September 2022 at Auditorium P1, PG
block, for the second year B. Com ACCA students. The resource person was
Ms.Sneha Siby, ACCA Affiliate –alumni 2017-2020 B.Com ACCA.
The focus of the session was to motivate the students to take up the ACCA
exams. The speaker shared tips for effectively preparing for ACCA exams.
Emphasis on Time Management and Practice of Mock test papers was laid.
Ms. Sneha shared her personal experiences and strategies adopted for
clearing ACCA exams. She explained the availability of study materials,
practice kit, mock exams as well as the question paper pattern. She insisted
on the importance of time management during exams. 

ALUMNI MENTORINGALUMNI INTERACTION

Date: 01-10-2022
The Department of Professional Accounting & Finance organized an alumni
interaction with Ms. Sneha Sebastian, of 2017-2020 batch. She is also an ACCA
affiliate and currently part of the FP and A domain in Accenture as a Finance
Analyst. The interaction was held on the 1st October 2022 at the A2 Auditorium
from 11:00 am onwards and was organized for the 1st Year B. Com ACCA
students. 
ACCA is the leading professional accounting body in the world. Ms. Sneha
shared her experience of being a student in the college and the way in which
she managed to prepare for the ACCA exams while also managing to prepare
for the regular B.Com examinations. Ms. Sneha clarified the queries and doubts
of the students precisely and motivated them to plan their ACCA journey
properly without any hassle or confusions. In conclusion, the session was highly
informative and it was able to provide the students a foundation to start their
journey forward.



5.5S K I L L  D E V E L O P M E N T
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Date: 07 February 2023
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance organized a
session on Human Values. The idea was conceptualized by Dr. Nidhi
Raj Gupta, Asst Prof., Kristu Jayanti College. Human Values refer to
those values which are at the core of being human as they bring out
the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large.
Siddharth Mahajan – (II Year BA), explained how important it is to be
thankful and show gratitude. Being born with a visual impairment, he
was able to narrate his life practices and how he would battle all
odds of life with his undying spirit. Few self-realization activities were
conducted to sensitize the students on being appreciative of the gifts
and talents one possesses and the need to use those talents for
fulfillment and gratification. The students enjoyed the session as
they posed several questions. 

HUMAN VALUES:
GRATITUDE WITH

SIDDHARTH  MAHAJAN
Date: 03 February 2023
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance, Kristu Jayanti
College (Autonomous) arranged a Skill Development Activity on Digital
Poster, Photography, and Reels through different applications like Canva,
VN, etc.

The Creative Team Leaders briefed the students on how they were
expected to capture pictures and make reels for social media. The time
allotted for the session was 30 minutes. This included depicting their
proficiency in photography under the following topics:
Landscape, Portrait, Street View, Subject photography.

They were also given raw video footage of videos captured earlier and
the participants were asked to present original reels. The students put up
a good show and competed fiercely against each other. The Faculties in
charge of the event were Dr. Kiran Kumar & Dr. Nidhi Raj Gupta.

DIGITAL SPARTANS - SKILL
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY ON
DIGITAL POSTER,
PHOTOGRAPHY AND REELS 
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Date: 04 February 2023
Pursuit of a Research Project in a corporate organization and submission of
a Research Project Report pertaining to a live/latest business problem/issue
of the organization is a mandatory requirement for the fulfillment of B. Com
Programme. This Research Project exposes the student’s real-life business
issues and helps them to acquire a research mindset. The students were
required to submit the project report demonstrating their work on the
organizational study. The students had an excellent learning experience
which paved the way for fostering critical thinking and analytical skills
through hands-on learning and expanding the knowledge and understanding
of a chosen field outside of the classroom.

RESEARCH REPORT: DONE 
BY THE STUDENTS

Date: 27 January 2023
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance in association with
the Centre for Employability and Corporate Relations (CECR), Kristu Jayanti
College conducted a Placement Orientation Training program for the II Year
Bcom Professional students. The resource person was Mr. Bijin Philip, Ass.
Prof. and Co-ordinator for CECR.
Therefore a session was conducted for the students to give them a clear
understanding of what lies ahead. The speaker encouraged the students to
have a clear idea about the future, that is, either to continue with higher
studies or to sit for placements. He stressed the significance of how to
prepare well for the placements and the eminence of building a powerful
resume. The importance of various skills to be acquired was also discussed. 

PLACEMENT ORIENTATION
AND TRAINING PROGRAM



Date: 29 September 2022
"There is more treasure in books than in all the pirate's loot on Treasure
Island." — Walt Disney.
The Reader’s Island Club of The Department of Professional Accounting and
Finance, Kristu Jayanti College (Autonomous) in association with the Library
and Information Centre organized an event titled “Book Buzz” on 29th
September 2022 for all the students.
The aim of the activity was to promote book reading habits among the
students. Book reading is an essential activity especially for those who want to
rise above the ordinary. The students were required to pick up a book and
finish reading it in a week’s time. The students creatively projected the story
of the book through a representation on chart papers leading to a visual
delight and quick comprehension of the contents of a book through a creative
demonstration. Around 60 students participated in the event. The participants
were judged based on creativity, material used and portrayal of the story.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT
ACTIVITY ON BOOK BUZZ

Date: 29 September 2022
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance in collaboration with the
Kristu Jayanti Theatre Club organized a play titled ‘Tagore’s Chandalika’ on 29th
September 2022 for the second year B. Com professional students.
The story that is revealed in the plot is all about discovering new dimensions of life, as
well as, discovering one’s inner self. The drama offered many aspects of human
approaches, such as, over obsession for something can be as disastrous as gulping
poison. Another aspect of the play is discovered through the act of quenching thirsty
Buddhist monk, that proves to be a kind of “rebirth” for a girl who is meant to be
untouchable. The presence of the mother is a cue of saying that, one should not step
out of the boundaries that are set by the religion and society for any person living on
this earth. Rebellion against the wall of system and society, is another thing that is
portrayed by the drama. Love does not claim possession, but it gives freedom.
The main intent of the event was to make the students understand the concepts
taught in the class through innovative approach by enacting the concepts through a
play. Rev. Fr. Deepu Joy, Student Welfare Officer, graced the occasion. Fr.Deepu Joy
congratulated all the actors and highlighted one of the key takeaways from the play,
stating "Self - Humiliation is the greatest sin”.

TAGORE’S CHANDALIKA, A
CLASSROM PRODUCTIONS
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Date: 01 February 2023
A professionally written LinkedIn profile allows you to create an online
professional brand that can help open doors to unimaginable
opportunities.LinkedIn provides one with the ability to showcase it and serves
as the first professional impression for recruiters and employers. The
Department of Professional Accounting and Finance organized a session on
“Creating a LinkedIn Profile” for II-year BCom students. The resource person
was Mr. Suku Samuel, Assistant Professor, at Kristu Jayanti College.
The session also gave tips on the do’s and don’t’s of using a LinkedIn profile
and the mode of connecting with friends, recruiters, and also the Alma
matter. The session was especially useful for the students planning to take up
placements in the near future.
The interactive session ended with a Q&A.

CREATING LINKEDIN PROFILE
WITH MR. SUKU SAMUEL

Date: 25th July 2022
A course plan is an essential ingredient in designing the delivery of the
content in alignment with the objectives and desired outcomes of the
course. The three primary components of a course plan are the
learning objectives, assessments, and instructional strategies. The
course plan assists in the initial vision and scope of a course before
actually embarking on the design and development. The LMS acts as
a reservoir and goes hand in hand with teaching and managing the
learning needs of the learners.
With the onset of the new academic year, Course plans as well as LMS
presentations, were made by the faculty members to chalk out the
plan for effective content delivery and attaining the course outcomes
alongside a holistic approach to prepare the learners for the
competitive world.

COURSE PLAN AND
LMS PRESENTATIONS
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Date: 27 October 2022
The “Master of Words” competition was held on the 27th October 2022. The
main intention was to enhance the spelling and literary skills of the
participants. The event comprised of three rounds viz. Word Play, Magic
Spell and Spellabrate. The first round of the competition was (Word Play)
which was a written round. The participants were required to verbally spell
the words. 27students participated in the competition. The second round
was the Magic Spell which was also a written round. The students
performed extremely well and displayed a competitive spirit. The judges
for this round were Dr. Nidhi Raj Gupta and Dr Reenu Mohan. The
participants were yet again given five words to spell. All the finalists
performed extremely well in this round.

READER’S ISLAND CLUB -
MASTER OF WORDS 

Date: 27 October 2022
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance organized a session on
Human Values. The idea was conceptualized by Dr. Nidhi Raj Gupta- Asst Prof.-
Kristu Jayanti College. Human Values refer to those values which are at the core
of being human. The values which are considered basic inherent values in
humans include truth, honesty, loyalty, love, peace, etc. because they bring out
the fundamental goodness of human beings and society at large. This session
was aimed at imparting an attitude of gratitude among the students.
Siddharth Mahajan – (II Year BA), explained how important it is to be thankful
and show gratitude. Siddharth shared a few glimpses of his life and how he
coped with the challenges of his life and his ability to convert every difficulty
into opportunity.
Few self-realization activities were conducted to sensitize the students on being
appreciative of the gifts and talents one possesses and the need to use those
talents for fulfillment and gratification. The students enjoyed the session as
they posed several questions.

A SESSION ON HUMAN
VALUES. 
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Date: 07 January 2023
The Department of Professional Accounting & Finance conducted a
workshop on Outcome-Based Education and the calculation as well as the
measurement of Outcomes. The workshop was conducted by Dr. Gokilavani 

The session was conducted on the 7th of January 2023 at the M2
Auditorium, Main Block from 9:00 am to 10:00 a.m. The workshop was highly
informative as the session entailed emphasis on the clearly articulated idea
of what students are expected to know and be able to do, that is, what skills
and knowledge they need to have when they leave the campus. Outcomes
are defined at three levels program outcomes (POs), program-specific
outcomes (PSOs), and course outcomes (COs). The most important aspect
of an outcome is that it should be observable and measurable.

WORKSHOP ON
OUTCOME-BASED

EDUCATION
Date: 23/11/2022
The purpose of Data Analysis is to extract useful information
from data and taking a decision based on the data analysis. In
this regard, a Workshop was conducted on 23.11.22 for all the
students of Ist year of Department of Professional Accounting
and Finance.
The resource person was Dr. Mamatha Upadhyay. Ma’am
discussed the concept of variables and their types, scope of
regression, and methods of calculation. The regression
equation problems were solved during the workshop. The
session was conducted online via zoom platform
The students were interactive during the workshop and the
resource person clarified their doubts during the session.

DATA ANALYSIS
USING REGRESSION
ANALYSIS



Date: 09 March 2023
The Reader’s Island Club of The Department of Professional Accounting and
Finance functions with the overt aim to develop the literary capabilities of
the students and give flair to their creative aptitude. A skill development
Activity, titled “House of Thespians” was organized on 09.03.2023 as an
intra-department competition by the club. The groups selected a book and
enacted the story in the book. The performances were judged by Dr. Sneha
Suresh and Professor Aasha S and the criteria for judgment included story,
dialogue delivery, characterization, and costumes. The winners were as
follows:
Ist Position: II Year P7
IInd Position: II Year P3
IIIrd Position: II Year P1
The activity helped in enhancing the interpersonal skills, acting skills, and
communication skills of the students.

HOUSE OF THESPIANS: THE
READER'S ISLAND CLUB

Date: 22 February 2023
Successful Investing is about managing risk, not avoiding it” -Benjamin
Graham.
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance organized a Skill
Development Lecture on Investor Awareness with a special focus on capital
markets in India on 22nd February 2023, through online mode. This seminar
was organized to create awareness of Indian capital markets, savings, and
investments. The resource person was Mr. Rahul Dhawan, Trainer in Jai
Vatnani & Company, Mumbai. Mr. Rahul created awareness among the
students about the functioning of the capital market and emphasized the
investment options available in the market and how one could make a choice
among the vast pool of investment opportunities. The resource person
explored the importance of Mutual Funds, and their types, Investment
Opportunities, and short and long-term financial goals followed by SIP- the
power of compounding and the Dos and Don’ts while investing in any assets.
The session was comprehensive and enriching.

INVESTOR AWARENESS
PROGRAMME ON CAPITAL
MARKETS

53 T H E  A V E R A G E  P E R S O N  W I L L  S P E N D  S I X  M O N T H S  O F  T H E I R  L I F E  W A I T I N G  F O R  R E D  L I G H T S  T O  T U R N  G R E E N .



54 " T H E  P U R P O S E  O F  O U R  L I V E S  I S  T O  B E  H A P P Y . "  - D A L A I  L A M A

Date: 01 October 2022
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance organized
Orientation on “CPA Programme” on 1st October 2022 from 11 am to 12
pm for the first year B.Com International Business and Finance
students. Mr. Madan M.G, who is qualified CMA and CPA addressed the
students.

The main objective of the session was to make the students aware of
the importance and value of clearing professional exam such as CPA.
Mr. Madan explained about the role of CPAs in the corporate and
enlightened the students about the globally integrated program. The
speaker explained the difference between various roles in the
corporate such as Accountant, Auditor etc. The concepts in Professional
curriculum and the exam pattern was also discussed during the session.
Students clarified various doubts and queries regarding the CPA
Programme. This session highlighted the job opportunities available for
the students who completed CPA Programme.
It was an interactive and informative session.

ORIENTATION ON CPA
PROGRAMME

Date: 05/12/2022 to 10/12/2022
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance, Kristu Jayanti
College, had organized “One Week Virtual Faculty Development Programme
on Personal Finance and Tax Planning from 05/12/2022 to 10/12/2022 from
5.30 pm to 6.30 pm through the zoom platform.
The faculty members and students from the college had participated in the
programme. The resource persons were Mr. Suresh Kumar Mani, CA, CPA,
Accounting Director, APAC, C.G.Systems International, Mr. Kamal Vora
Rajnikant, CPA Instructor, Miles Education Bengaluru, Ms.Rajyashree Sharma,
CA, CPA, Instructor, Miles Education Bengaluru, Ms.Neethu S Thottammariyil,
IRS, Deputy Director, Training, National Academy of Direct Taxes, Regional
Campus Bengaluru as well as Mrs.T.N. Srividya, Income Tax Officer, Ministerial
Training Institute Bengaluru.
The resource persons enriched the knowledge of the participants, academic
researcher, students and teaching community and shared their expertise on
matters concerning tax. The basic concepts of direct tax were discussed
followed by various tax planning saving schemes.

FDP ON PERSONAL FINANCE
AND TAX PLANNING



55 L I F E  I S  W H A T  H A P P E N S  W H E N  Y O U ' R E  B U S Y  M A K I N G  O T H E R  P L A N S .  - J O H N  L E N N O N

Date: 10 February 2023
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance organised a peer
learning session on 10th February, for the second year B.Com CMA
students. The main objective of the session was to provide the CMA
students with detailed guidelines on preparing for a highly competitive
professional exam such as CMA. 
Mr.Aldrin explained the importance of spending some amount of time on a
daily basis, in order to clear the paper. Ms. Aneena explained the various
sources of study materials available including online platforms for
conceptual clarity. The session concluded with an open discussion wherein
Mr.Aldrin and Ms.Aneena clarified the doubts and queries raised by the
students and thereby making the session interactive and informative. They
also encouraged the students to attempt the CMA exam and assured them
that it is highly achievable if the students are willing to pay the price.

PEER LEARNING SESSION 
 ON PREPARATION FOR
CMA EXAM

Date: 22/09/2022
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance organized a peer
learning session on 22nd September 2022 from 10am to 11am for the second
year B.Com CMA students. The session was conducted by Mr. Aaron Joseph
Thomas, student of final year B.Com P4 who completed part1 of CMA Exam
in the first attempt. The main objective of the session was to provide the
students detailed guidelines on preparing for a highly competitive
professional exam such as CMA.
Mr. Aaron shared his ideas and views on how to clear the CMA exam and
also shared his experiences and challenges he faced during the preparation.
He encouraged the students to prepare for the exam with a clear vision and
focus.

PEER LEARNING SESSION
ON PREPARATION FOR

CMA EXAM



56 W H O E V E R  I S  H A P P Y  W I L L  M A K E  O T H E R S  H A P P Y  T O O .  - A N N E  F R A N K

Date: 18 January 2023
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance organized an
orientation session on “CMA Exams” on 18th January 2023 for the second-
year B Com (CMA) students. Ms.Rhea Mariam Zenu Manager-Academics
and Student Relations, and Mrs. Nithya Rajagopal Vice President,
Academics, Miles Education, Bengaluru addressed the students.
The speaker Ms. Rhea discussed the CMA exam registration procedures
and the windows available for exam registration and explained the entire
registration process step by step. The speaker also shared the
importance of the use of LMS and shared details of all the LMS content
that is available on the Learning Management System.
The speaker also guided the students on how to book the exam dates
online and also outlined about Prometric center in Whitefield, Bangalore.
Ms. Rhea insisted the students carry their personal calculators, passports,
and any other ID proofs along with the appointment letter in order to
avoid inconvenience during the exam. 
The session was interesting and motivational.

ORIENTATION ON CMA
EXAMS

Date: 09 January 2023
The Department of Professional Accounting and Finance conducted an
orientation programme on civic responsibility for all semesters of the
Department of Professional Accounting and Finance students on 9
January 2023.
Civic education in students is important for the survival of our
democracy. Effective civic education is the primary means for teaching
and learning democratic values. The focus of the program was also to
acquaint the students with the civic responsibilities of road safety,
protection of public property, protection and preservation of cultural
heritage sites, protection, preserve and improve the natural
environment, maintain the spirit of a common brotherhood, respect,
value and follow all the noble ideals. The session ignited a sense of duty
and responsibility

ORIENTATION ON
CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY



57 " N E V E R  L E T  T H E  F E A R  O F  S T R I K I N G  O U T  K E E P  Y O U  F R O M  P L A Y I N G  T H E  G A M E . "  - B A B E  R U T H

6A C H I E V E M E N T S



58 A U S T R A L I A  I S  W I D E R  T H A N  T H E  M O O N .

6.1S T U D E N T  A C H I E V E M E N T S



Ms. Bhumika M Ms. Anusree S Mr. Siril Abraham

Ms. Priya T Ms. Sankeerthana Mr. VaruN R

Mr. James Binu

59 S C O T L A N D  C H O S E  T H E  U N I C O R N  A S  I T S  N A T I O N A L  A N I M A L .

Ms. Bindhu V
Reg number: 20CO3K7364

Batch: 2020-2023
For clearing CA Foundation.
Wishing success in all your

future endeavors 

Reg number: 20CO3K7363
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing CA Foundation.
Wishing success in all your

future endeavors 

Reg number: 20CO3H7343
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing CA Foundation.
Wishing success in all your

future endeavors 

Reg number: 20CO3A7337
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing CA Foundation.
Wishing success in all your

future endeavors 

Ms. Jhanvi
ACCA Reg number: 4468441

Batch: 2018-2021

For clearing all ACCA papers.
Wishing success in all your

future endeavors 

Reg number: 21COP139
Batch: 2021-2024

For clearing CS foundation paper.
Wishing success in all your future

endeavors 

Reg number: 21COP144
Batch: 2021-2024

For clearing CS foundation paper.
Wishing success in all your future

endeavors 

Mr. Aaron Joseph
Reg number: 20CO6A6284

Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing CMA part 1 paper.
Wishing success in all your future

endeavors 

Reg number: 21COP154
Batch: 2021-2024

For clearing CA Foundation.
Wishing success in all your

future endeavors 

Reg number: 20CO2A8397
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing Financial Reporting
paper in ACCA. Wishing success

in all your future endeavors 



Mr. N Krishna Ms. Naazhim Mr. Jerome Jeffy

Mr. Richard A Mr. Travis J Mr. Athul S

Mr. Anjitha P B

60 A V O C A D O S  A R E  N O T  V E G E T A B L E S .

Mr. TARUN P
Reg number: 21cbp228

Batch: 2021-2024
For clearing NTPEL course in

merit. Wishing success in all your
future endeavors 

Reg number: 21cbp215
Batch: 2021-2024

For clearing NTPEL course in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

Reg number: 21acp633
Batch: 2021-2024

For clearing NTPEL course in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

Reg number: 21acp625
Batch: 2021-2024

For clearing NTPEL course in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

Mr. Shreyas R
Reg number: 20CO2A9472

Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing Financial Reporting
paper in ACCA. Wishing success

in all your future endeavors 

Reg number: 20CO2A9470
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing Financial Reporting
paper in ACCA. Wishing success

in all your future endeavors 

Reg number: 20CO2A9476
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing Financial Reporting
paper in ACCA. Wishing success

in all your future endeavors 

Ms. Lena Merin
Reg number: 21cmp730

Batch: 2021-2024

For clearing NTPEL course in
merit. Wishing success in all your

future endeavors 

Reg number: 21cop107
Batch: 2021-2024

For clearing NTPEL course in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

Reg number: 21cmp709
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing NTPEL course in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 



Mr. Rachi Saleem Mr. Aldrin Saijan Ms. Naina Reddy

Ms. Devika V

ACCA Reg number:5057117
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing an ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

Ms. Sharanya K

ACCA Reg number:5057456
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing an ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

Mr. Nithin V M

ACCA Reg number:5056526
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing an ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

Ms. Sreevardhini Ms. Joel Wilson

ACCA Reg number:5057225
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing an ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

61 T H E  E I F F E L  T O W E R  G E T S  T A L L E R  I N  T H E  S U M M E R .  

Ms. Pooja 
Batch: 2019-2022

For clearing CMA papers.
Wishing success in all your

future endeavors 

Batch: 2019-2022

For clearing CMA papers.
Wishing success in all your future

endeavors 

Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing CMA papers.
Wishing success in all your future

endeavors 

Ms. Aneena Telson
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing CMA papers.
Wishing success in all your future

endeavors 

ACCA Reg number: 5057145
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing an ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

ACCA Reg number:5057487
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing an ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 



Mr. THARUN SONY

ACCA Reg number:5057520
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing an ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

Mr. Aaron Antony Ms. farhan A

ACCA Reg number:5057144
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing an ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

Ms. Hessa Fathima Ms. Ojasvi Verma

Mr. Rohan S

ACCA Reg number:5057433
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing an ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

Mr. Jerome P

ACCA Reg number:5057206
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing an ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

Ms. ADHIKA S

ACCA Reg number:5056234
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing an ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

Ms. Ankitha s

ACCA Reg number:5056531
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing an ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

Mr. Augustin P S

ACCA Reg number:5056582
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing an ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

62 H U M A N  T E E T H  A R E  T H E  O N L Y  P A R T  O F  T H E  B O D Y  T H A T  C A N ’ T  H E A L  T H E M S E L V E S .  

ACCA Reg number:5056186
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing an ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

ACCA Reg number:5056620
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing an ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

ACCA Reg number:5057225
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing an ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 



63 S W I T Z E R L A N D  P R O H I B I T S  T H E  O W N E R S H I P  O F  J U S T  O N E  G U I N E A  P I G .

Mr. Jerin Jacob

ACCA Reg number:5057216
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing an ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

Mr. Antony Thoppil

ACCA Reg number:5056553
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing an ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

Mr. Ansh Thomas
ACCA Reg number:5056544

Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing an ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

Mr. Vishnu P D K

ACCA Reg number:5057550
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing an ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

Ms. A A Bhavya

ACCA Reg number:5056171
Batch: 2020-2023

 
For clearing an ACCA paper in

merit. Wishing success in all
your future endeavors 

Ms. Krishnendhu

ACCA Reg number:5057319
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing an ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

Mr. Joel Jiji Mr. Tompaul J Mr. Rahul Sony

ACCA Reg number:5057220
Batch: 2020-2023

For clearing an ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

ACCA Reg number:4468639
Batch: 2018-2021

For clearing all ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

ACCA Reg number:4667077
Batch: 2019-2022

For clearing an ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 

Ms. Ruth Thomas

ACCA Reg number:3750874
Batch: 2016-2019

For clearing all ACCA paper in
merit. Wishing success in all

your future endeavors 



Ms. ADHIKA SHAHEED Mr.  THARUN SONY

64 A  S H R I M P ’ S  H E A R T  I S  I N  I T S  H E A D .

Class: Bcom ACCA A
 Batch: 2020-2023

For securing 2nd place in
Emporio - fest conducted by St.

Joseph University.

Class: Bcom ACCA A 
Batch: 2020-2023

For securing 2nd place in
Emporio - fest conducted by St.

Joseph University.
 

Ms. Ankitha SureshMr. Aaron Antony

Class: Bcom ACCA A
Batch: 2020-2023

For securing 1st place in Dare to
Start Up - an entrepreneurship

event.

Class: Bcom ACCA A
Batch: 2020-2023

For securing 1st place in Dare to
Start Up - an entrepreneurship

event.

Class: Bcom ACCA A
Batch: 2020-2023

For securing 1st place in Dare to
Start Up - an entrepreneurship

event.

Mr. Jerome Rajan

Mr. Rahul Sanjeev
Class: Bcom P4

Batch: 2020-2023

Ms. Ojasvi Verma
Class: Bcom ACCA A

Batch: 2020-2023

For securing 1st place in Dare to
Start Up - an entrepreneurship

event.

For securing 2nd place in Dare to
Start Up - an entrepreneurship

event.

Ms. Dona Reji MR. M SaadMr. Sharadh N
Class: Bcom P4

Batch: 2020-2023

For securing 2nd place in Dare to
Start Up - an entrepreneurship

event.

Class: Bcom P4
Batch: 2020-2023

For securing 2nd place in Dare to
Start Up - an entrepreneurship

event.

Class: Bcom P4
Batch: 2020-2023

For securing 2nd place in Dare to
Start Up - an entrepreneurship

event.



6.2
65 S L O T H S  C A N  H O L D  T H E I R  B R E A T H  L O N G E R  T H A N  D O L P H I N S .

F A C U L T Y  A C H I E V E M E N T S



Dr. Sivasankar N

Dr. Aakash Kumar   Dr. Kiran Kumar K Dr. Annie Stephen  Dr. Arockia Stalin Dr. Jayashree S

66  V E N U S  I S  T H E  O N L Y  P L A N E T  T H A T  S P I N S  C L O C K W I S E .  

For publishing the book
"Financial Statement Analysis"

 

For publishing the book 
 "Fundamentals of Financial

Management"

For publishing the book
"Fundamentals of Financial

Management"
 

For publishing the book "Investment
Management", Awarded "Top 100
Professors 2022 India", Awarded

"Gurukul Academic Award for
Distinguished Professor", As a

Mentor for online courses- NPTEL,
IIT Madras

For publishing the book
"Investment Management"

 

For publishing the book
"Research Trends in Commerce

and Management"
 



6.3
67 M C D O N A L D ’ S  S E R V E S  S P A G H E T T I  I N  T H E  P H I L I P P I N E S .

P L A C E M E N T S



1 Aaron Joseph Thomas 20CO6A6284 Deloitte

2 Nafiya 20CO5H4027 Deloitte

3 Jaise Mathew George  20CO5A5048  Deloitte

4 Zuhair Aziz  20CO3A7341  Deloitte 

5 Aaron Francis Xavier 20CO4A6081 Deloitte 

6 A A Bhavya  20CO2A9438 Deloitte 

7 Akshai Radhakrishnan  20CO2A8385 Deloitte 

1 Christy Joseph 20CO5A4007 ICICI BANK

2 Muhammed Naveed Ansari 20CO2A8404  ICICI Bank 

68 3  M U S K E T E E R S  C A N D Y  B A R S  U S E D  T O  C O M E  I N  T H R E E  F L A V O R S .



3 Aman Sharma  20CO5A5040 ICICI Bank 

4 Merlin John C   20CO5K5074 ICICI Bank

5 Vignesh K  20CO4H4032 ICICI Bank

6 Ann Mariya Sony  20CO2A8387 ICICI Bank 

7 Ashutosh Sinha  20CO5H4025 ICICI Bank

8 Leela Lakshmi A  20CO2H9484 ICICI Bank

9 Dhiraj Ramnath  20CO5A6081 ICICI Bank

10 Joel Tomy  20CO5H4026 ICICI Bank

11 Isha Dhingra  20CO5A6084 ICICI Bank

69 T H E  S P A N I S H  N A T I O N A L  A N T H E M  H A S  N O  W O R D S .



12 Vishal Choudhary  20CO3A7339 ICICI Bank

13 Priyanka S 20CO3K7372 ICICI Bank

14 Ankitha  Suresh  20CO2A8386  ICICI Bank

15 Gayathri Rajan  20CO3K7366 ICICI Bank

16 Adithya Raj  20CO6A6286 ICICI Bank

17 Maria Sara Paul  20CO3A7331 ICICI Bank

18 Vishnu U K 20CO6A6305 ICICI Bank

19 Prajwal M 20CO2K8436 ICICI Bank

20 Jerome P  Rajan  20CO2A8398 ICICI Bank

70 C A T  U R I N E  G L O W S  U N D E R  A  B L A C K  L I G H T .



Pranav T 20CO3A7334 ICICI Bank

Naina 20CO2H8426 ICICI Bank

Ritul Dwivedi 20CO5A5054 ICICI Bank

Sneha Deena Sunny  20CO2A8415  KPMG Tax

Amrit 20CO5H5063   KPMG Tax

Krishnendhu Valsan  20CO2A8402   KPMG Tax

Agnus Elizabeth Biju  20CO2A9442 KPMG Tax

Rithika Rajkumar  20CO3H7354  KPMG Tax

Bhumika M  20CO3K7363 KPMG Tax

71 T H E  S T A T U E  O F  L I B E R T Y  W A S  O N C E  A  L I G H T H O U S E .



Manuvel Benny   20CO6A6298 KPMG Tax

Deeraj C 20CO3A7329  KPMG Tax

Sruti S.N 20CO5H5069  KPMG Tax

Shrijith Shaji  20CO5A4020  KPMG Tax

Heena Firdouz   20CO2H9482 KPMG Tax

Sandra Francis  20CO3A7336 KPMG Tax

VS Nishanth  20CO6K6320 KPMG Tax

Hanuman Singh  20CO3H7350 KPMG Tax

Avi Vijay 20CO3H7346 EY- Tax

72 A  B L U E  W H A L E ’ S  H E A R T B E A T  C A N  B E  H E A R D  O V E R  2  M I L E S  A W A Y .  



Harshitha Ravoor 20CO5K5071 EY- Tax

Shreya R Kanchan 20CO5K6096 EY- Tax

Anusree S 20CO3H7343 EY- Tax

Shamili R  19CO5K8068 EY- Tax

Praneeth K 20CO5K6095 EY- Tax

Chetanya anand 20CO6H6309 EY- Tax

Shivam Mahawar 20CO5A6090 EY- Tax

Yavkrit  20CO3A7340 EY- Tax

Ayush Kumar 20CO5A4004
EY- Tax

 

73 T H E R E ’ S  A  F R U I T  T H A T  T A S T E S  L I K E  C H O C O L A T E  P U D D I N G .  



Skanda Kumar H 20CO5K6097 EY- Tax

Simran Bhullar 20CO5A5057 EY- Tax

Niraj Pahwa 20CO5A4017 EY- Tax

Janmejay Sidhant 20CO5A4035 EY- Tax

Anna David 20CO5A5042 EY- Tax

Mohammed Shaheen  20CO2H9485  KPMG Audit

Vishal.R.Patel  20CO3H7360 KPMG Audit

Nithin Varghese Mathew 20CO2A9465 KPMG Audit

Adwaith Raj 
 

 20CO6A6287 KPMG Audit

74 Q U E E N  E L I Z A B E T H  I I  W A S  A  T R A I N E D  M E C H A N I C .



Addle Jacob Benoy  20CO4A5043 KPMG Audit

Antony Thoppil  20CO2A8388 KPMG Audit

Amrutha C Arun 20CO3A7325 KPMG Audit

Vikranth Ganesh  20CO2A8418 KPMG Audit

Pratyush Mishra  20CO2A9468 KPMG Audit

Akhil Chacko  20CO6A6288 KPMG Audit

Aswathy  20CO2A8390 KPMG Audit

Sathya Anant Kumar Rana 20CO5H4028 KPMG Audit

Jatin Saji 20CO2A9454 KPMG Audit

75 V A T I C A N  C I T Y  I S  T H E  S M A L L E S T  C O U N T R Y  I N  T H E  W O R L D .  



Pooja V  20CO5K5076 KPMG Audit

Aan Maria  20CO3A7322 KPMG Audit

Monisha M  20CO4K5077 KPMG Audit

Arundhathy Sankar  20CO2H8421 KPMG Audit

Jomet Jaison  20CO2A9456 EY Audit

Aarushi Ambady  20CO6A6285 EY Audit

Vishnu Prasad D K 20CO2A9477 EY Audit

Ashish 20CO2A9447 EY Audit

D Angela Erin  20CO2A9445 EY Audit

76 T H E  L E T T E R  “ J ”  W A S  T H E  L A S T  A D D E D  T O  T H E  E N G L I S H  A L P H A B E T .



Parthiv P M  20CO6A6302 EY Audit

Jennifer Priyanka S   20CO4K4037 EY Audit

Stebino B S  20CO2A8416 LSEG

Farhan Ahmed Shariff  20CO2H8422 LSEG

G.Sandhya  20CO2H9481 LSEG

Kavya Shree R  20CO2K8434 LSEG

Melan Thomas Chacko 20CO2A9460 LSEG

Ripandeep Ka 20CO5A5053 LSEG

Aayush Kumar 20CO4A4001 LSEG

77 T H E  M O O N  H A S  M O O N Q U A K E S .  



Deepa Pradhan N 20CO6H6310 LSEG

Devika Venugopal 20CO2A9451 LSEG

Sneha S 20CO2H9490 LSEG

Aysha Zareena K 20CO3A7327 LSEG

Monodeep Paul 20CO5A4015 LSEG

Althea Rita D'Cruz 20CO6A6290 LSEG

Dona Elizabeth Joy 20CO2A9452 LSEG

Abhishek Daniel Alex 20CO3A7323 LSEG

Madhu M 20CO2K8435 LSEG

78 K E T C H U P  U S E D  T O  B E  S O L D  A S  M E D I C I N E .



Reshma Banu A 20CO4K5078 LSEG

Aleena John 20CO5A5039 LSEG

Joel Wilson 20CO2A9455 LSEG

Binil Elza Benny 20CO3A7328 LSEG

Biswajith N 20CO2A9450 LSEG

Kevin Cherian 20CO4H5064 LSEG

Adarsh H 20CO4K5070 LSEG

Adhika Shaheed 20CO2A8381 JP Morgan

Devu Sreelal 20CO3H7347 JP Morgan

79 Y O U  C A N ’ T  H U M  W H I L E  Y O U ’ R E  P I N C H I N G  Y O U R  N O S E .  



Prachi Prabina Maharana 20CO5A6088 JP Morgan

R Parvathipriya 20CO4H4028 JP Morgan

Revanth S 20CO4K4017 JP Morghan

Ojasvi Verma 20CO2A8408 Societe Generale

Melvin George John 20CO5A4014 Societe Generale

Johnston Abraham 20CO4H5063 Walmart

Tanu Shree S 20CO2K9495 Walmart

Anusha Prakash 20CO2A8389 Eton Solutions

Shashank R 20CO5K5077 Eton Solutions

80 A N  O S T R I C H ’ S  E Y E  I S  B I G G E R  T H A N  I T S  B R A I N .  



Aneena Telson P 20CO6H6307 Eton Solutions

Siril Abraham Thomas 20CO3A7337 Deloitte

Aaron Antony Mathews 20CO2A8378 Deloitte

Aparna Mohan 20CO5H5064 Diageo

Tijo Joseph 20CO4A5057 Diageo

Sharon Evangelin J 20CO4H5067 Target

A Vysakh 20CO5H4023 Target

Nandana A R 20CO2H9487 Target

Akash Benny 20CO2A8384 NatWest Group

81 T H E  L O N G E S T  W A L K I N G  D I S T A N C E  I N  T H E  W O R L D  I S  1 4 , 0 0 0  M I L E S .



Nickle Raj Dhami D 20CO2H8427 NatWest Group 

Greeshma G 20CO6H6312 NatWest Group

Justin joseph 20CO5A6086 NatWest Group

Ribi Sabu Mathew 20CO5A4019 NatWest Group

Hiral Patel 20CO4H5062 NatWest Group

Maria Rachitha R 20CO2H8424 NatWest Group

Rahul Sanjeev 20CO6H6314 NatWest Group

Amreen Taj S 20CO2H8420 NatWest Group

George Thomas 20CO5A4009 NatWest Group

82 H U M A N S  A R E  T H E  O N L Y  A N I M A L S  T H A T  B L U S H .



Mohammed Thwayyib 20CO4A4014 NatWest Group

Tharun Sony Joseph 20CO2A8417 Preqin

Sharadh Narayan 20CO4A5045 Preqin

Fahad Ahmed Ghouri 20CO4H5061 Indegene

Allen Mathew Binu 20C04A5045 Federal BanK

Joel John 20CO5H5065 Federal Bank

Athash Baiju 20CO5A6079 CULT.FIT

Nadeem Mepurath 20CO2H9486 CULT.FIT

83 P I G S  C A N ’ T  L O O K  U P  I N T O  T H E  S K Y .



6.4T H E  F U N  W E  H A D







K .  N A R A Y A N A P U R A ,  K O T H A N U R  ( P O )  B E N G A L U R U  5 6 0 0 7 7
C O N T A C T  N O :  ( 0 8 0 )  6 8 7 3 7 7 7 7

O F F I C I A L  M A I L :  I N F O @ K R I S T U J A Y A N T I . C O M


